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Transcript 



Egypt 2: Pharaohs, pyramids, tombs
Art Note: The artisans who built and decorated tombs for the Egyptian upper classes were
most likely hereditary craftsmen, who passed their knowledge of working materials from one
generation to the next. They lived and worked near the sites of tomb construction, usually on
the West side of the Nile so they must have been isolated from society at large.
Their status was low, their individuality went unrecognized and so they have mostly remained
anonymous.
Ancient Egyptian Chronology is divided into
three Kingdoms: the Old, the Middle, and the
New. Menes Iʼs unification of the Two Lands,
around 3,000 B.C., marks the beginning of the
Old Kingdom.
At that time, the capital city of Egypt was
Memphis. On the West side of the Nile from
Memphis was its corresponding city of the dead,
the necropolis of Saqqara.
At first Egyptian tombs were simple mastabas:
like the one on below. They had sloping sides,
flat tops, and were built of solid stone over an
underground burial chamber.
The mastaba had a vertical shaft
connecting the burial chamber below
to the outside world. There was a small
room above ground (the serdab) where
a statue of the deceased was placed to
receive offerings . Sometimes a small slot
or a peephole was included so visitors
could see the statue.
Mastabas were usually family tombs where close relatives
would enjoy the afterlife together, and since they are
rectangular in shape and laid out in rows like houses, the
Necropolis of Saqqara does have some resemblance to a
living city.
The First Pyramid
By the Third Dynasty of the Old Kingdom, (around 400 years later) King Djoser (Zoser) had his
mastaba ready, but he wanted a
monument that would match the
glory of his reign (he was the first
Great Pharaoh in Egyptian history
after Menes I)
Zoser had a talented architect named
Imhotep, and together they worked
out a plan to make something
more grand out of the traditional
mastaba.
In doing so, they invented the first
pyramid: a step pyramid. They
stacked 6 progressively smaller
mastabas on top of one another
until they reached a height of 200ʼ
This diagram shows how the step pyramid was built using the side of
Zoserʼs pre-existing mastaba, and how it was extended upward and
outward to reach its massive scale.
With one eye on eternity, Zoser didnʼt build with mud-brick like the
Mesopotamians had, his pyramid was made of stone and it was reinforced with wood.
The step-pyramid of Djoser became civilizationʼs first monumental stone
structure, Egyptʼs first pyramid and Imhotep became historyʼs first known
artist. Not bad for 2600 B.C.
Imhotep was well-rewarded for his ingenuity. Djoser deified him and
made him the patron god of all architects. He was given a royal tomb and a
fantastic send-off into the afterlife. Imhotep probably expected his pyramid
to stand forever, as his claim to immortality, but there is no way he could
have imagined that he would become truly immortal as a bad guy in Mummy
movies.
The True Pyramids
In the Fourth Dynasty, (around 2500 B.C.) Egyptʼs capital moved to
Heliopolis (Cairo today) which was closer to the mouth of the Nile. The necropolis of Giza was
established on the West bank, and there three successive Pharaohs contributed to building a
wonder of the ancient world: The Great Pyramids.
No one can say for certain why the pyramid form suddenly became so compelling. There is
speculation that the pyramidʼs shape may have been interpreted as a symbol of Ra, the sun
god, who sent light from a single point in the sky (the pyramid tip) to all four corners of the earth
(the pyramid base). Or there might have been a pharaoh who wanted to improve on the step
pyramid form. If so, that person had to be Cheops (kay-ops), who built the first and the biggest
of the three true pyramids at Giza. Pharaohs Chephren kef-fren) and Mycerinus (my-kur-een-us)
built the other two later and they were smaller.
Cheops aka Khufu
Chephren aka Khafre
Mycerinus aka Menkaure
Try this interactive pyramid website: http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/pyramid/explore/
Though many theories try to explain how the pyramids were constructed, one plausible idea is
that they were built by the pharaohʼs subjects as a kind of civic project during flood season.
When the Nile overflowed its banks (as it did like clockwork every year) and everyoneʼs fields were
underwater, the people of Egypt may have assembled to work on their Kingʼs tomb.
Evidence suggests that the huge blocks of stone were quarried from mountains to the East
and floated across the river on wooden barges. As the pyramid rose from the desert floor,
earthen ramps were constructed so stone blocks could be pushed up the incline and set in place.
When the pyramid was completed, the earth was removed.
The Great Pyramid is 480 feet tall, and
each side is 775 feet long. It is estimated to
hold of 2.3 million blocks of stone (and each
block weighs 2.5. tons).
Such a monumental tomb project would
have to take at least 20 years, so Cheops
must have begun construction of his
pyramid when he was still a young man and
not long after he became Pharaoh.
The small spaces within the pyramid
were for tomb and treasury chambers.
False tunnels and traps were created to
thwart thieves.
After the Pharaoh was interred, the entrance to his tomb
was sealed and on the outside it was covered with stone
blocks to make the opening
invisible.
None of these precautions
worked, since all three
tombs were plundered in
antiquity. The diagram
at right shows where the
thieves of Khufuʼs pyramid
dug their tunnel.
The photo at left shows both the constructed entrance (at the
upper left) and the robbersʼ tunnel (lower right)
A total of six pyramids (including three smaller ones, the
“Queenʼs pyramids”, where members of the royal families were
probably buried) dominate the landscape in all directions.
The
pyramids
are the centerpiece of the necropolis, but
spread out in all directions from them
are smaller tombs of lesser royals, and
mastabas are everywhere.
When it comes to real estate: location is
everything. Tombs located closest to the
Pharaohʼs were reserved for the people of
highest rank. and from there status declined in
proportion to a tombʼs distance from it. Harsh.
The Pyramids at Giza are just the most visible part of a sacred
architectural complex that included mortuary temples for
mummification, processional walkways for funeral rites, and that
had its own monumental guardian figure: the Sphinx.
The Sphinx
The purpose of the Sphinx was to
guard the funerary complex. It is
situated at the end of a walkway
leading to the pyramids. It was
carved from a naturally occurring
spur of rock into the form of a lionʼs
body with a human head.
Its head is thought to be a portrait likeness of
Chephren though it has been too badly damaged
to tell anymore.
Over the centuries desert sands buried it up to its
neck, so that only its mysterious head was visible.
In this century it has been excavated so that the
body can be seen as well.
Erosion plus deliberate destruction have taken
their toll on the poor Sphinx. It has been carved
on, chipped into pieces for souvenirs, and shot
(allegedly by Napoleonʼs troops).
More recently a rise in groundwater since
the Aswan High Dam was built has caused
alkali and salts to wick into the stones and
soften them.
Its restoration is an ongoing process as
stones are carefully removed and replaced
one at a time. Poor Sphinx.
Though Giza is the biggest and most
famous pyramid complex, a few pyramids
can be found at each of several other sites
in the Western Desert .
In Meidum, this destroyed pyramid was built on unstable ground and has just fallen apart over the
millennia. At right is the charming ʻBentʼ pyramid at Dashur. As building progressed, it became
apparent that the angle of incline was too steep for it to hold, so at that point the builders changed
the slope, and theʼ bentʼ shape was born.
The Decline of Pyramid Building
Since Cheops built the biggest one first, a person could say that the art of pyramid building
had been declining ever since, so itʼs no surprise that by the end of the Old Kingdom (after the
6th dynasty ca. 2000 b.c.) the pyramid tomb was history.
The resources of material and men may have been harder to come by, or the investment of
time may have seemed too great. Probably the most compelling reason for abandoning the
pyramid is that in spite of imaginative defenses against thievery: blind passageways, rubble-filled
corridors, and disguised entrances, the desecration of the pyramid tomb seemed inevitable: it was
simply too conspicuous.
In the Middle Kingdom, (ca. 2000 B.C..) tombs were being situated in remote places like the
desertʼs edge, where they were chiseled into stony cliff faces.
These tombs often mimicked the forms of
architecture, as you see here. These lintels
and columns are an illusion, they are part of
the rocky cliff and they could crumble, but the
tomb would not collapse.
Even rock-cut tombs were vulnerable
because they were visible, and by the New
Kingdom, Pharaohs had begun to hide their
tombs by digging them into the desert floor,
where they could easily disappear under the
desert sand. Then they concentrated their
above-ground energies on building temples
instead.
The Temple of Hatshepsut (hot-shep-soot)
One of the most impressive temples was built by one of the most impressive Pharaohs:
Hatshepsut, who was also a woman. The previous Pharaoh, her husband, had died and she was
appointed regent of a child pharaoh.
After a number of years she seized power, eliminated her
enemies and made herself King around 1450 B.C... She is
historyʼs first female ruler.
Apparently she had to take on some of the attributes
of a male pharaoh to be successful. In some portraits,
she wears a
false beard
and appears
masculine.
Hatshepsutʼs
temple was built
on successive
levels with ramps
leading upward
from the Nile
valley into the
surrounding
desert cliffs.
The resulting
structure has a strong horizontal emphasis that is
relieved by its vertical columns.
Today it is an arid ruin, but
when it was built its terraces
were covered with bright colors,
green plants, and decorative
carvings.
Hatshepsutʼs temple was just
one of the remarkable structures
that were built for religiious
reasons in the New Kingdom.
Go to the next page to see
your next essay assignment.
Writing a comparison and contrast essay:
The point of writing any essay is to exercise your brain and advance your thinking. Writing also
hones your communication skills and challenges your preconceptions.
A comparison/contrast essay presents you with two similar but not identical objects, and you are
expected to measure each against the other.
In art history we look at two works of art. We place them side by side. First notice each subject,
theme if there is one, artist if there is one and ao on. Look for obvious similarities and write them
down.. Next look for obvious differences and do the same.. Then research and read about them
to gather the facts and process the information, Then look again for more subtle similarities and
differences, and you should start to get ideas to write about.
Identify and describe the points of likeness and unlikeness. Ask yourself why these things are this
way. Are they from the same point in time, the same culture or style? Which came first? Do they
share the same subject or the same form? Or are they from different times, cultures, and so on.
How much do they resemble each other, if at all? What is significant about their differences? Why
arenʼt they the same? How do you account for any similarities? Itʼs probably not just coincidence.
Think about the historical period each comes from. What was art like then? What was the style,
what was the purpose? What were the themes, the mediums, and the subjects that were typical?
soes it look like a period style or a personal style? Identify and describe points of style.
Then ask yourself: what happened and why? Develop a theory of growth and change that could
explain their relationship to each other. Draw some conclusions. I know itʼs hard, but you have to
think it through for yourself.
Organize your thoughts into an essay with an introduction, body, and conclusion. Use a word
processor with spelling and thesaurus tools. Identiy, describe and make sense out of them.
Refer to the earlier Writing about Art directions that were in the unit about composition so you will
remember the essentials of the essay form and apply them here.
Here are three sites that specifically address the comparison/contrast essay. I strongly suggest
you take advantage of this resource.
http://www.ucalgary.ca/UofC/eduweb/writing/II_2b.htm
http://www.temple.edu/writingctr/student_resources/comparison.html
http://www.rscc.cc.tn.us/owl&writingcenter/OWL/Com_Con.html
The following page has your works to compare and contrast.
Compare and Contrast the Ziggurat of Ur with
The Step Pyramid of Djoser
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